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This write-up is not intended in any way to replace the detailed instructions provided by Formula 
Dynamics.  The contents are provided solely as an additional reference source and as documentation 

of my own experience while performing the installation….use at your own risk. 
(sorry guys, I have to say that)
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Gaining access to the ECU

All connections will be made into the main wiring harness attached to the car’s ECU. The ECU is located on the passenger side, behind 
the carpeting in the right kick panel wall (where your passenger’s right calf would be). 

Pull back carpeting:
Remove your passenger floor mat. Carefully pull carpeting away from kick panel, pull footwell carpeting forward, and remove top liner 
below the dash area. You may need to remove two nuts which secure the filler piece just below the glovebox.  With all the carpeting 
pulled back, you should now be able to see the ECU hidden high on the wall of kick panel – see pic at left.

Open Access Panel:
In the footwell, with the carpet pulled back, you can now see a hinged metal access panel (approx 12”x12”) near the firewall where 
your feet would rest. Turn two screws in the upper left/right of the panel and drop it down to the floor to expose the fuse relays. This 
is the area where you’ll likely want to mount the FD DBW unit.  You’re now ready to get to work.

Here, I’ve already removed the ECU  which now 
easily shows the two harnesses attached….the larger 
one on the right is the one we’re interested in…..

To remove the ECU, simply unscrew two screws that 
are holding a bracket in place at the bottom of the 
unit. Once the bracket is removed, you may need to 
wiggle the unit slightly as there seems to be 
something that was used to tack it in place. 



Removing Harnesses from ECU

Pull tab sliders out to unlock & release connector on both 
harnesses. I had to use a flat blade screwdriver to get the leverage 
but, it’s easy….Harness will lift out of ECU – don’t force.

Removing main harness connector (top right)

Removing minor harness connector (top left)

Disconnected ECU harnesses shown here. The arrow is pointing to 
the one you’ll be working in… Then set the ECU aside on a non-
static surface….also, not a good idea to use your soldering 
anywhere near it.

View behind the metal access panel revealing various fuse relays and a 
box on which you can mount the DBW unit (use velcro strips)…



Prepping the Main Harness

Removing the zip tie from the main harness so the protective cover 
can be removed (you MUST do this if you plan on visually verifying 
the pin-outs rather than relying solely on your ability to correctly 
discern 100 shades of the rainbow in a dimly lit footwell…) 

Once plastic zip tie is cut, you can carefully remove the 
plastic cover  which now reveals exactly where all those 
wires actually match up with which pin-out.  DON’T forget 
that you will be counting pin-outs by looking at the ECU 
wiring diagram while looking at the BACK of the 
connector (where the wires actually come out of the 
harness connector).



Marking the ECU wires

I found it helpful to make labels of the pins/wires on the ECU that I’d be 
tapping or splicing into…This saved me a lot of time later.

With the wires now all labeled, you’re ready to begin the process 
of connecting the FD harness. Take your time, use FD’s 
instructions. I’ve also provided my own enhancements to the ECU 
wiring harness on the following page that I’ll pass along to take the 
guesswork (and fear) out of identifying the correct wire. 



Factory ECU Connector Pin-Outs

IMPORTANT: 
You are looking at the back of 
the main harness connector, 
NOT the face of the connector. 
Imagine the wires coming out 
toward you to use this 
diagram.

All your work will be in the three right-most columns of pins as outlined 
by the yellow rectangle. The lower right corner is pin #6 (‘L’). Count up the 
column to pin #24 (‘LN’). The 2nd column from the right begins with pin 
#25 (‘BC’) at the bottom and reads up to pin #43 (‘HV’). The letters 
correspond to color codes as defined below. For two-letter codes, the first 
is the primary color and the second is the stripe color. For example, ECU 
pin #21 is marked “CN” which corresponds to the wire which is orange 
with a black stripe (C=orange & N = black):

B = white
C = orange
G = yellow
H = grey
M = brown
N = black

Pin 
#25

Step 1: TAP FD harness pin #13 into ECU pin #21 (orange/black)

Step 2: TAP FD harness pin #1 
into ECU pin #50 (black)

Step 3: TAP FD harness pin #22 into ECU pin #37 (brown/black)

Step 4: SPLICE ECU-side of pin #35 (white/black) with FD harness pin #7
• then splice FD pin #5 with the firewall-side of the cut ECU wire

Step 5: SPLICE ECU-side of pin #34 (grey/yellow) with FD harness pin #19
• then splice FD pin #21 with the firewall-side of the cut ECU wire

Pin 
#44

“TAP”

Wrap end of an FD wire 

to a „stripped‟ section  of 

ECU wire & solder

FD wire

ECU wire

Twist together 

& solder

“SPLICE”
ECU wire FD wire


